Monthly Meeting

Time: Wednesday, February 19, 2020, 10:00am – 10:30 am ET
Location: WebEx Meeting
Dial-in: 1-877-267-1577
Meeting ID: 996 471 003

PACIO Project Website: www.PACIOproject.org
PACIO Project GitHub: https://github.com/paciowg/PACIO-Project

This meeting is being recorded. In all discussions, members should be aware that meetings are recorded and include representatives of companies that compete with one another in the marketplace. This working group is a public forum and therefore all information shared will be publicly available.

Summary

1) Technical Team Update (Sean M.; Siama, R., MITRE)
   - IG Status Update
     • Currently working on evolving the IG for information exchange.
     • PACIO is moving forward with observation resource because it provides greater searchability than questionnaire response and it will better facilitate data exchange between care settings.
     • IG is still bundling content to package the observation in bundle/pairing.
     • Both parent and child are observation resources; each question in the PAC assessment is an observation.
     • MITRE continues to work on updating the IG as PACIO prepares for balloting.
   - Preparations for Balloting
     • Refer to “2020-2-19_PACIOProject_MonthlyMeeting.pptx”
     • PACIO needs to complete 3 steps as we prepare for balloting:
       1. FHIR IG Proposal
       2. Notice of Intent to Ballot
       3. Finalize IG content
     • MITRE will be submitting the FHIR IG proposal February 19, 2020 and working toward the Notice of Intent to Ballot on March 1, 2020. Once the IG has been approved, MITRE will continue to finalize the IG content.
     • Voting will occur at the May 2020 HL7 Meeting
2) Functional Status Update
   - Functional status workgroup is identifying potential data elements outside of what is available from CMS reporting tools.
   - Group has been discussing whether PACIO should focus solely on existing functional status data elements or create additional items. Group decided to include only existing functional status data elements.

3) Cognitive Status Update
   - Group has been building a library of cognitive status assessment instruments and reviewing assessments that are not codified using standard terminology to represent the cognitive status implementation guide.
   - PACIO will continue reviewing the assessments as PACIO prepares for balloting.

4) CMS Updates (Beth C., CMS)
     - Advancing Interoperability: Supporting Electronic Data Exchange Between PAC and Other Providers Using FHIR, Session 161 scheduled for Thursday, 2/27 at 10am
     - Registration: https://www.cmsqualityconference.com/
   - HIMSS20 Conference: March 9-13, 2020 in Orlando, FL
     - Registration: https://www.himssconference.org/

5) Q&A session

6) Next Meeting:
   - Wednesday, March 18, 2020, 10:00 am - 10:30 am

7) Adjourn